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a b s t r a c t 
Visual perception is influenced by our expectancies about incoming sensory information. It is assumed that mental 
templates of expected sensory input are created and compared to actual input, which can be matching or not. 
When such mental templates are held in working memory, cross-frequency phase synchronization (CFS) between 
theta and gamma band activity has been proposed to serve matching processes between prediction and sensation. 
We investigated how this is affected by the number of activated templates that could be matched by comparing 
conditions where participants had to keep either one or multiple templates in mind for successful visual search. We 
found a transient CFS between EEG theta and gamma activity in an early time window around 150 ms after search 
display presentation, in right hemispheric parietal cortex. Our results suggest that for single template conditions, 
stronger transient theta-gamma CFS at posterior sites contralateral to target presentation can be observed than 
for multiple templates. This can be interpreted as evidence to the idea of sequential attentional templates. But 
mainly, it is understood in line with previous theoretical accounts strongly arguing for transient synchronization 
between posterior theta and gamma phase as a neural correlate of matching incoming sensory information with 















































Working memory and selective attention interact in many situations
f our everyday life, influencing how we perceive the world. Image your-
elf looking for your car keys that you must have left somewhere in
he kitchen. During your search, you will scan a rich visual environ-
ent for something that matches the representation of keys that you
ave in mind. Such situations are commonly described as visual search.
rought to a cognitive psychology laboratory, participants in a visual
earch paradigm are usually asked to search for a target object among
 number of distractor objects presented on a computer screen. Cur-
ent theories of attention hold that when we are searching for a tar-
et, then keeping a template representation of the target in working
emory – a so called attentional template – leads to a bias in the com-
etition for neuronal resources in favor of template-matching stimuli
 Bundesen, 1990 ; Bundesen et al., 2005 ; Desimone and Duncan, 1995 ;
uncan and Humphreys, 1989 ). Insight into the neural mechanisms un-
erlying the activation of such mental templates and their comparison
ith sensory input comes from studies in healthy humans ( Gayet et al.,
017 ; Soto et al., 2007 ; Spaak et al., 2016 ) patients with frontal le-∗ Corresponding author. 
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 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) ions ( Soto et al., 2006 ; Yago et al., 2004 ), lesion studies in primates
 Everling et al., 2006 ; Lba and Sawaguchi, 2003 ; Rossi et al., 2007 ), as
ell as from formal theoretical models ( Friston, 2005 ) . Thereof, espe-
ially prefrontal brain regions are known to be involved in visual search
nd the top-down control of visual perception from working memory by
mpacting on lower visual cortex (for review, see Soto et al., 2008 ). 
Interactions between higher and lower brain areas, as assumed to
e involved in visual search, can be well investigated by analysis of
scillatory brain activity. Interaction within or between brain areas is
mplemented by synchronous neural activity, as reflected by rhythmi-
al oscillations of the field potential which can be recorded using scalp
lectroencephalography (EEG). Oscillatory EEG activity is commonly re-
orted to play a functional role for perceptual and cognitive processes
 Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004 ; Fell and Axmacher, 2011 ; Fries, 2005 ).
wo brain areas are assumed to be functionally coupled when their ac-
ivity is more synchronous than what would be expected from random
uctuations. It has been suggested that the complexity of the neural
etwork(s) involved will determine the frequency range of the dynam-
cs in a given interaction ( Buschman and Miller, 2007 ; Fell and Ax-
acher, 2011 ; Fries, 2005 ), such that long-range interactions during
op-down processes draw on lower frequencies in the theta band (~6 Hz)arch 2021 
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c  nd alpha band (~10 Hz), whereas higher frequency, such as gamma
and ( > 30 Hz), interactions characterize more local, small-network in-
eractions. 
Long-range interregional synchronization between human prefrontal
nd parietal areas has repeatedly been found for oscillatory brain
ctivity in the theta or alpha frequency range, for example during
ighly demanding working memory tasks (e.g. Sarnthein et al., 1998 ;
auseng et al., 2005 ; von Stein et al., 2000 ). Synchronous gamma band
ctivity has been linked to bottom-up processes such as feature-binding
nd awareness (for review, see Engel and Singer, 2001 ), however, it
lso been associated with processing demands related to object rep-
esentations, directed attention and active maintenance or manipula-
ion of information (e.g. Axmacher et al., 2006 ; Friese et al., 2013 ;
ensen et al., 2007 ). Thereby, the common underlying mechanism is a
eed for comparison of sensory input with memory content as proposed
y Herrmann et al. (2004) , who suggest a central role of gamma-band
esponses in matching memory contents with sensory input. However,
t has been argued that this model would well account for the match-
ng with long-term memory information but less well for the match-
ng with mental templates kept in working memory ( Holz et al., 2010 ;
auseng et al., 2015 ) so that in addition, a long-range fronto-parietal
etwork drawing on theta band oscillations is expected to be involved. 
A neural mechanism for this involvement may be phase synchroniza-
ion between theta and gamma band activity, as proposed in a frame-
ork that could well account for the activation of mental templates
rom working memory, controlled by frontal resources and replayed
nto higher visual areas drawing on a theta network, and their compar-
son with sensory input, wherefore synchronization with gamma band
hase is suggested ( Sauseng et al., 2010 , 2015 ). Theta band activity
as been shown to generally have a strong influence on local corti-
al activity both in the human and animal brain, namely by entrain-
ng neuronal spiking and fast oscillatory activity, such as gamma band
ctivity ( Canolty et al., 2006 ; Fell and Axmacher, 2011 ; O’Keefe and
ecce, 1993 ; Sirota et al., 2008 ). From studies using EEG in humans, per-
eptual and working memory processes have been associated with theta-
amma frequency interaction ( Berger et al., 2019 ; Demiralp et al., 2007 ;
riesmayr et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 , 2009 ; Schack et al., 2002 ).
uch cross-frequency coupling is commonly taken as an indicator of an
xchange of information between global and local neuronal networks
see Sauseng and Klimesch, 2008 ). Especially phase synchronization
ould integrate neuronal processing which is distributed into neuronal
ssemblies and across frequency bands by enabling consistent spike-time
elationships between the oscillating neuronal populations; and cross-
requency phase-synchronized input to pyramidal layer 5 cells may fa-
ilitate neuronal bursting of these cells ( Palva and Palva, 2018 ). So, con-
erning the activation of mental templates from working memory and
heir comparison with sensory input, cross-frequency phase synchro-
ization between theta and gamma band oscillations can be regarded as
 candidate neural mechanism underlying this process ( Sauseng et al.,
010 , 2015 ). 
In the current study, we asked whether the number of activated
ental templates that could be matched with sensory input does in-
uence memory matching in visual search, as presumably reflected by
 transient cross-frequency interaction between theta and gamma fre-
uencies. Whether it is possible to look for multiple objects at the same
ime is a question of active debate and ongoing research. Some studies
orroborate a serial bottleneck that requires alternating between items
 Olivers et al., 2011 ; Ort et al., 2017 ), whereas others rather support a
arallel model assuming less efficient, but parallel processing of each
tem ( Beck et al., 2012 ; Hollingworth and Beck, 2016 ; Ort et al., 2019 )
r assume hybrid models (e.g. Bays and Husain, 2008 ). In a range of
ifferent paradigms, clear multiple target costs have been found both
n the behavioral and the EEG level, indicating that multiple-target
earch seems to be limited in capacity, however, evaluating the exact
rocessing stage at which serial or parallel processing limitations occur,
as proven difficult or led to sometimes mixed results (for review, see2 rt and Olivers, 2020 ). The aim of the current study was to investigate
he stage of memory matching, by measuring theta-gamma phase syn-
hronization as a proposed neural correlate. 
Indeed, there is evidence in support of the involvement of a tran-
ient theta to gamma phase synchronization in posterior parietal brain
reas in integrating top-down controlled mental templates with bottom-
p visual processing ( Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 ). In
ases where our expectancies and the actual visual input match, a
igher transient phase synchronization than in case of a non-match
as been found between posterior theta and gamma oscillations. For
xample, in a delayed-match-to-sample working memory paradigm,
olz et al. (2010) found stronger right-hemispheric posterior EEG theta
o gamma phase synchronization for congruent in comparison to incon-
ruent trials 150–200 ms post probe presentation. Additionally, the au-
hors reported a resetting of theta phase shortly before this, leading them
o propose that a posterior phase resetting of theta band oscillations
ould enable the transient cross-frequency synchronization with high
requency activity in the gamma band range found shortly after. Un-
xpectedly, stronger theta-high gamma phase synchronization for non-
atch than match was seen at left posterior recording sites. Here, Holz
nd co-workers speculated that this reversed effect might indicate the
etection of a discrepancy between mental template and a presented
tem which might in turn trigger a more detailed local processing of
ensory input. In the other study, however, the effect was not only right-
ateralized but occurred on both the left- and right-hemispheric region
f interest ( Sauseng et al., 2008 ). Here, it was reported that in a visu-
spatial attention task, the increase of theta to gamma phase synchro-
ization around 150 ms after target-onset was always larger contralat-
ral than ipsilateral to target presentation in the validly cued hemifield.
his was interpreted as a neural correlate of the matching of memory
ontent with incoming sensory input, modulated by a top-down atten-
ional process. This is supported by the idea that cross-frequency phase
ynchronization could be a candidate mechanism for integrating cog-
itive functions, such as the representation of sensory information and
ttentional or executive functions, by connecting the most central net-
ork nodes between distributed neuronal networks that support these
unctions ( Palva and Palva, 2018 ). 
An open question is how this proposed neural correlate of memory
atching may be modulated when only one of multiple templates is
et by matching sensory input. Interestingly, another form of cross-
requency interaction may also be involved during the earlier stage of
he retention of multi-item working memory content. Influential compu-
ational models propose that separate memory items are represented by
eparate gamma waves which are nested into a theta wave ( Jensen and
isman, 1998 ; Lisman and Idiart, 1995 ) or that each item is coded by
n entire gamma burst, i.e. multiple gamma waves, which are nested
nto a theta wave ( Herman et al., 2013 ; Van Vugt et al., 2014 ). Thus,
t is assumed that to hold in mind multiple templates, these need to be
efreshed in a sequential manner. Although our working memory can
ndoubtedly represent multiple items, a prominent model proposes that
he number of templates that can be active at a time is limited to only
ne ( Olivers et al., 2011 ). This would predict that even though multi-
le templates coexist, only one of them can interact with sensory input
fter another. As mentioned earlier, alternatives to these serial models
xist, but while parallel processing during selection and preparation may
e possible, it is yet also relatively unclear whether this could general-
ze from paradigms with relatively simple target features (e.g. color) to
aradigms utilizing more complex target stimuli ( Ort and Olivers, 2020 ).
ut in any case, a single mental template should enable a fast and precise
emory matching, whereas a larger number of mental templates that
ould potentially be matched to visual input should come at costs that
isable such an early and precise matching process. Thus, visual search
or multiple templates can be expected to come along with limitations in
he memory matching stage, whether serial or parallel in nature. These
imitations should be reflected in a transient theta to gamma phase syn-
hronization in posterior parietal brain areas, if this mechanism is in-
























































































































h  eed involved in integrating top-down controlled mental templates with
ottom-up visual processing, as proposed ( Sauseng et al., 2010 , 2015 ). 
More specifically, on the basis of these abovementioned models, the
roposed neural correlate of memory matching should be modulated
hen only one of multiple templates could be matched to sensory in-
ut in the following way: Assuming that we keep multiple templates
n mind sequentially, one would assume that upon search display pre-
entation in a given trial, the first, second or n th item in the sequence
ncidentally matches sensory input. Further assuming that only one of
hem can interact with sensory input, memory matching should occur
elatively early, a bit later or even much later in a given trial, depending
n whether the sequence’s first, second, or a later mental template could
e matched to the current visual input. This means that in conditions
here multiple mental templates could be matched to one out of several
ossible targets appearing on screen, the memory matching mechanism
nd likewise its neural correlate, is supposed to display more temporal
ariability across trials. Therefore, lower overall theta to gamma phase
ynchronization values, which are measured through an index aggre-
ated over trials, are expected than when a single mental template en-
bles a precise matching and thus a temporally aligned theta to gamma
hase synchronization is expected. 
A sequential matching process would be a rather plausible interpre-
ation of low estimates of cross-frequency phase synchrony in multiple
emplate search. However, if memory matching in a multiple template
earch happened with great temporal variability and also consistently
ater than in a single template search, or if there was more temporal
ariability in theta-gamma phase relations due to other unspecific dif-
erences imposed by multiple template search, then low phase synchro-
ization estimates would be expected as well. Low phase synchroniza-
ion estimates would also be expected if memory matching did not take
lace at all during multiple template search; however, this would really
nly be plausible when none out of multiple templates can be matched,
uch as previously found in non-match trials from other task paradigms
 Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 , 2009 ). Conversely, when as-
uming that multiple templates can be matched in parallel, but with
osts due to mutual competition, then slightly delayed, but high esti-
ates of phase synchrony similar to a single template search would be
xpected. In any case, limitations in memory matching due to multiple
emplate search should be reflected in a transient theta to gamma phase
ynchronization in posterior parietal brain areas, if assuming that this
echanism is indeed a neural correlate of memory matching. Not all of
hese options can be disentangled due to the nature of the theta-gamma
hase coupling index, but in any case, if a modulation of the transient
ross-frequency interactions between theta and gamma frequencies was
bserved during multiple template search compared to single template
earch, this would indicate that the number of activated mental tem-
lates that could be matched with sensory input does influence memory
atching in visual search. 
We designed a visual search paradigm where displays with four ab-
tract symbols were shown to participants, each display containing one
arget among distractors. Participants had to indicate in which quad-
ant of the display their target symbol had been presented. We varied
he number of mental templates that had to be kept in mind for suc-
essfully performing the visual search. In separate experimental blocks,
he target could be either one single symbol (i.e. one item had to be
eld in memory) or one out of a set of three target symbols (i.e. three
tems would have to be retained). In the single template condition, we
xpected that around 150–200 ms after search array onset, a transient
ncrease in theta-gamma phase synchronization should arise over right-
emispheric posterior brain areas for targets located in the contralateral
emifield, relative to ipsilateral targets, because this would corroborate
vidence from other task paradigms ( Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al.,
008 , 2009 ). Conversely, such transient increase in phase synchroniza-
ion should not arise in a condition where three mental templates were
equired for successful search performance, because a larger number t  
3 f mental templates that could potentially be matched to visual input
ould modulate cross-frequency phase interactions. 
. Methods 
.1. Participants 
Thirty-five typically developed volunteers participated in the exper-
ment. All gave written informed consent prior to their participation
nd received financial compensation or course credits upon completion.
our participants had to be excluded from analysis because their per-
entages of correct responses were in the range of chance level, suggest-
ng they were merely guessing, in at least one condition of interest. Two
ore participants were excluded based on too noisy EEG recordings. In
he remaining sample that was included in the analyses ( n = 29), mean
ge was 24.7 years ( SD = 2.8) and 7 participants were male, 22 were
emale. All but one were right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh
andedness Inventory ( Oldfield, 1971 ) and all reported normal or cor-
ected to normal vision. The study was approved by the local Ethics
eview Board and conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 
.2. Apparatus 
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit room
nd were wearing an EEG cap (Easycap®) for registering EEG signals.
hey had a standard computer keyboard placed on their lap. Their left
nd right index and middle fingers were placed on four buttons of the
umbers block, namely buttons 1, 2, 4, and 5, which were marked by
oloured stickers. Each button represented one of four quadrants of a
isual search display. Stimuli were presented on a 22-inch Samsung
22C450 monitor with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 and a 75 Hz refresh
ate, which was placed centrally and at a distance of 80 cm from an
bserver. Stimulus presentation was controlled using Presentation 0.71
Neurobehavioural Systems®), which was synchronized with recording
f the EEG signals in BrainVision Recorder 2.0.4 (BrainProducts®). 
.3. Task 
We recorded EEG from participants while they completed a visual
earch task, where they searched for a target stimulus among distrac-
ors. At the beginning of each trial (see Fig. 1 A), a central fixation cross
as presented for a random duration between 600 and 1000 ms, which
articipants were instructed to fixate during the whole trial. Next, the
earch display was displayed for a duration of 200 ms, and immedi-
tely masked for 1000 ms. The fixation cross remained on the screen
or another 1500 ms. The target stimulus was presented equally often
n each quadrant of the search display (25% of the trials). Participants
ndicated in which quadrant of the search display the target stimulus
ad been presented by pressing the respective button on the numbers
lock, for upper left (button 4) upper right (button 5), lower left (but-
on 1) or lower right (button 2). They were instructed to respond as
ccurately as possible, and as soon as possible after presentation of the
earch display. So accuracy was emphasized over speed. As an inter-
rial interval, a blank screen was shown for a random duration of 800
o 1200 ms, adding up to a total trial duration of 4500 ms, before the
ext trial started. Participants were instructed to keep their eyes fixated
t the central fixation cross during the whole task. 
.4. Stimuli 
All stimuli were presented against black background, with a white
xation cross in the center of the screen (see Fig. 1 A). As stimuli,
6 different abstract symbols were created (for code and stimuli, see
ttps://osf.io/wbhnc/ ). None of these abstract symbols were known to
he observers. Thus, participants could not rely on existing semantic
A.L. Biel, T. Minarik and P. Sauseng NeuroImage 235 (2021) 117971 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the visual search task. A: Exemplary trial sequence of the visual search task. Trials consisted of a fixation (600–1000 ms), a search display 
(200 ms), a mask screen (1000 ms), and a fixation (1500 ms); Inter-trial intervals (ITI) showed a blank screen (800–1200 ms). Search displays contained one target 
among three distractors and participants indicated in which quadrant of the search display the target had been presented by button press. B: Experimental procedure. 
The experiment comprised two parts with counterbalanced order across the four experimental versions (shown here: version IV). Prior to each part, consisting of 
























































i  emory contents such as the name of the target feature and we as-
umed that the search for this kind of complex targets would have relied
ore on an active attentional template of the visual target(s) in working
emory. Four stimuli were used as targets (1–4) and 12 other stimuli
s distractors (A-L). 
Our paradigm contained two conditions ( Template ; single vs. triple),
n which either one or one out of three possible targets was presented
mong distractors. To counterbalance which target and distractor stim-
li appeared in the single vs. triple template conditions, four experimen-
al versions were used ( Version I: 1 and A-F vs. 2, 3, 4 and G-L; Version II :
 and G-L vs. 1, 3, 4 and A-F; Version III : 3 and A-F vs. 1, 2, 4 and G-L;
ersion IV : 4 and G-L vs. 1, 2, 3 and A-F). For each template condition,
arget and distractor stimuli were composed into 48 different search dis-
lays. Thus, in the single template condition , 12 search displays had the
arget symbol in the same quadrant, while three distractor symbols, ran-
omly drawn from a subset of 6, were placed into the remaining three
uadrants. For the triple template condition , a display could contain one
ut of three possible targets, thus each target was placed in each quad-
ant four times, accompanied by three randomly drawn distractors. This
esulted in a total of 256 search displays being used. Mask screens dis-
layed circular Gabor gratings at the same four locations of the search
tems, consisting of 9 white and 10 black lines each and oriented verti-
ally (135°). 
.5. Procedure 
Our conditions in which the number of possible targets, and thus
he number of mental templates to be held in mind, could be either
ne or three ( Template ; single vs. triple) each consisted of 192 trials, di-4 ided into four blocks with 48 trials, such that the experiment comprised
ight blocks in total. Whether participants started with the four blocks
f the single or of the triple template conditions was counterbalanced
cross different versions of the experiment (Version I and III: triple, then
ingle; Version II and IV: single, then triple). Version was randomly as-
igned to a participant and also determined which targets and distractor
ets were assigned to which condition (see apparatus and stimuli). The
earch displays in the single template condition always contained the
ame target among distractors, whereas and in the triple template con-
ition, one out of three possible targets was presented among distractors
or search. In the triple template condition, there are trials where a dif-
erent or the same target as on the previous trial is presented, however,
here is a much lower number of stay trials than switch trials because
he paradigm was not designed to contrast these. While this does not
eave us with a sufficient number of trials to analyze potential target
witch costs after, we provide an overview about potential hypotheses
or future studies investigating these in the supplemental materials S9.
ithin a block, search displays were presented in randomized order.
n the triple template condition, targets appeared equally often. Partic-
pants took breaks between blocks, resulting in a total of about 40 min
o complete the experiment. 
In order to familiarize the participants with the targets, a training
as completed prior to each condition (see Fig. 1 B). During a memo-
ization phase before each practice block, the respective single target or
hree targets were shown to participants in a printed version, and par-
icipants were asked to memorize them well. Practice blocks had fewer
rials than the actual experimental blocks and served to make partici-
ants familiar with their targets. The same target(s) and distractors as
n the respective template condition were displayed here, however, only






























































































































c  ith one instead of four stimuli on screen. Upon target presentation,
articipants decided whether the displayed stimulus was (one of) their
arget(s) or not. They did so with a button press, where they were asked
o press left (no target) and right (target) arrow buttons on the keyboard.
t least two memorization phases and practice blocks were completed
er condition. If necessary, more were administered, until participants
ere confident in discriminating between target(s) and distractors and
erformed well above chance in doing so. Note that the training before-
and was necessary because the target stimuli in our task were displayed
riefly and were rather complex (for details, please see below) and un-
nown to the observers. We intended to build a task that was effortful
nd where participants could not rely on existing semantic memory con-
ents such as the name of the target feature. We assumed that the search
or this kind of complex targets would have relied more on an active
ttentional template in working memory ( Gunseli et al., 2014 ). For this
ffortful search, though, it was not possible to ask participants to mem-
rize a trial-by-trial changing target, because they could not rely on one
istinct feature, but instead the abstract figure as a whole. Therefore, we
ept the target(s) constant in each condition and trained participants be-
orehand. This makes it possible that participants may have stored those
emorized target(s) in long-term memory before the start of our task.
e elaborate on this in the discussion. 
The whole experiment, including the preparation of the EEG cap,
nstructions, breaks, training blocks and experimental blocks, took about
 h. 
.6. EEG data acquisition and preprocessing 
EEG was registered from 60 scalp locations with Ag-AgCl electrodes
rranged according to the extended 10–10-system in a TMS compatible
lectrode cap (Easycap®), using a BrainAmp MRplus amplifier (Brain-
roducts®). Two electrodes were placed above and next to the left eye
or recording horizontal and vertical eye movements and blinks. An ad-
itional ring-electrode on the tip of the nose was used as a recording
eference and the ground electrode was placed at electrode position FPz.
lectrode impedances were kept below 15 k Ω. EEG data were digitized
t 1000 Hz in a frequency range above 0.016 Hz. A notch filter was set
t 50 Hz. Butterworth zero phase filters were used. 
EEG data were pre-processed using BrainVision Analyzer 2.0.4 (Brain
roducts®). Raw data was re-referenced using an average reference of
ll EEG channels. After filtering with a low-cutoff of 0.5 Hz (48 dB/oct)
nd a high-cutoff of 100 Hz (48 dB/oct), visual inspection was used for
xcluding data sections with large artifacts during task breaks. Next,
emiautomatic Ocular Correction with Independent Component Analy-
is (Ocular Correction ICA) was applied to correct for artifacts caused by
ye blinks and eye movements. Only trials including a correct response
hat was given within 3000 ms after search display onset were retained.
ata were then segmented into 2000 ms epochs to avoid edge artifacts
n later analysis steps, ranging from 1000 ms before to 1000 ms after
nset of a search display. Finally, epochs that contained remaining arti-
acts due to eye movements or muscle activity were rejected manually.
n average, the number of trials that remained after these procedures
ere 75.2 trials (78.3%) for targets on the left side of the screen and
9.3 trials (82.6%) for targets on the right in the Single template con-
ition. In the Triple template condition, on average 54.0 trials (56.2%)
emained for left hemifield target positions and 55.2 trials (57.5%) for
argets on the right. 
.7. Cross-frequency phase synchronization index 
Source-space EEG signals obtained from the brain regions of inter-
st (ROIs; see next section for details) were decomposed using contin-
ous wavelet transformation using Morlet wavelets. In order to extract
ne lower frequency band that is centered over the typical theta range
nd comparable to the study by Holz et al. (2010) , for several lower
requency bands, wavelet coefficients were extracted with 5 frequency5 teps ranging from 1 Hz to 12 Hz, using a 5-cycle complex Morlet param-
ter. Thus, the frequency of interest for theta band activity had a central
requency of 6.50 Hz (bandwith 5.2–7.80 Hz). Both the theta and gamma
and activity was derived using the same Morlet parameter, to be able to
etect a transient modulation of phase in the gamma frequency range.
ctivity in several higher frequency bands was extracted with 6 fre-
uency steps ranging from 30 Hz to 80 Hz and with a 5-cycle complex
orlet parameter. The purpose of this was to extract gamma bands that
re comparable to the study by Holz et al. (2010) and to cover the whole
ange from 30 Hz to 80 Hz, but with little overlap to avoid redundancy
nd to reduce data for statistical analysis. Thus, three of these higher
requency bands were extracted as frequencies of interest for gamma
and activity which were centered around 40 Hz (bandwith 32–48 Hz),
0 Hz (bandwith 48–72 Hz), and 70 Hz (bandwith 56–84 Hz). 
Next, continuous phase values were extracted from the wavelet co-
fficients’ complex values, for lower and higher frequency bands. To
uantify their phase consistency across trials, we calculated the cross-
requency phase synchronization index (PSI), similar to Schack and
eiss (2005) or Palva et al. (2005) , through custom-made scripts in
ATLAB R2015b. So first, for each trial and sampling point, slow fre-
uency band and high frequency band phase values were multiplied
ith the central frequency of the other band. Next, the phase differ-
nces across these adjusted signals was calculated for each trial and
ampling point by subtracting sampling point-wise high frequency from
ow frequency adjusted signals. This generalized phase difference is de-
cribed with the equation (where m and n are the central frequencies
f the low and high frequency bands, which are multiplied with the
nstantaneous phase values in the kth trial and at sampling point t for
he low and high frequency f m and f n , respectively): ΔΦ𝑘 ( 𝑓 𝑛 , 𝑓 𝑚 , 𝑡 ) =
 × Φ𝑘 1 ( f 𝑛 , t ) − 𝑛 × Φ
𝑘 
1 ( 𝑓 𝑚 , 𝑡 ) . PSIs across trials were calculated as the
verage vector length of these generalized phase differences, by tak-
ng the square root of the sum of the squared sine and cosine values
f the phase differences, averaged across trials, yielding an index rang-
ng from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates largest synchrony in phase. From
hese sampling point-wise PSIs, we then created averaged PSIs for time
indows of 50 ms length, starting at stimulus onset up to 450 ms and
n averaged PSI for a pre-stimulus time window of 200 ms, starting
00 ms pre-stimulus up to stimulus onset. These were transformed us-
ng Rayleigh’s Z ( 𝑟𝑧𝑃 𝑆𝐼 = 𝑛 × 𝑃 𝑆 𝐼 2 ). This was done to account for the
umber of trials (n) that went into calculation of the index which were
verall lower in the triple template condition (only correct, artifact-free
rials were entered into the index, see above), since usually, measures
f phase-synchronization are sensitive to the difference of trial numbers
cross conditions used ( Cohen, 2014 ). Note that this yields an index
ot ranging from 0 to 1, but ranging from 0 to n, where larger values
ndicate larger synchrony in phase. 
.8. Regions of interest and time of interest 
Brain regions of interest (ROIs) for analysis of posterior theta and
amma band activity were identified in source space in order to at-
enuate effects of volume conduction and to reduce multi-channel EEG
ata. We therefore transformed EEG data from scalp-level data into
oxel-based Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA)
ata ( Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002 ) using BrainVision Analyzer 2.0.4
Brain Products®). Here, a standard brain based on the MNI-305 brain
emplate and a 3-shell spherical head model is used, and the source
pace comprises the cortical gray matter and hippocampus in the Ta-
airach atlas with 2394 voxels at 7 mm spatial resolution. Based on the
iterature ( Holz et al., 2010 ; as well as Sauseng et al., 2008 ), we were
nterested to compare posterior theta and gamma activity in bilateral
osterior ROIs. While we do not assume that these are the only brain
reas involved in this task, a source-specific analysis in the study by
auseng et al. (2008) showed strong effects of cross-frequency phase
ynchronization in a similar task, with bilateral posterior sources lo-
ated within extrastriate areas, covering the left and right superior oc-
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the selected regions of interest (ROIs) in source space. A left middle occipital ROI (centroid at MNI − 15, − 95, 15) and the homologue right 
middle occipital ROI (centroid at MNI 15, − 95, 15) were selected for all further analyses in source space. Highlighted in red are the left middle occipital gyrus and 



























































































c  ipital gyrus for the majority of subjects. Thus, for all further analyses
n source space, we manually selected bilateral posterior ROIs in the
eft and right superior occipital gyrus (see Fig. 2 for a visualization of
he left and right superior occipital gyrus, as implemented in the AAL
tlas ( Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002 )): Based on MNI coordinates, we se-
ected two LORETA voxels which are located centrally within superior
ccipital gyrus for a left superior occipital ROI (centroid at MNI: − 15,
 95, 15) and the homologue right superior occipital ROI (centroid at
NI: 15, − 95, 15). For the source-space EEG signals obtained from the
OIs, we computed cross-frequency phase-synchronization indices (for
etails, see previous section). 
Within these ROIs, we analysed differences between our experimen-
al conditions in the time window of interest. The time window of in-
erest (TOI) was 150–200 ms after visual search display onset, a typical
ime window found in the previous studies ( Holz et al., 2010 ; as well as
auseng et al., 2008 ). 
.9. Event-related potentials 
To relate our data to the existing EEG research on visual search, in
hich the N2pc ERP component has been described as an important
eural signature ( Eimer, 2014 ; Luck, 2012 ), we computed scalp-level
rand average ERP waveforms for left and right target locations in both
emplate conditions. These were filtered between 0.5 Hz (48 dB/oct) and
5 Hz (48 dB/oct) and baseline-corrected using a pre-stimulus time win-
ow of 200 ms, starting 200 ms pre-stimulus up to stimulus onset. ERPs
ere averaged for posterior parietal electrodes PO7 and PO8 contra-
r ipsilateral relative to target location. Based on visual inspection (see
ig. 3 ), ERP waves began to differ between contralateral and ipsilateral
arget presentations from 220 ms onwards, which is in the N2pc latency
ange. The N2pc, which is consistently found in visual search tasks, is
n ERP component exhibiting an enhanced negativity at posterior elec-
rodes contralateral to target presentation and is typically interpreted as
n electrophysiological marker of attentional capture. We computed the
verage N2pc amplitude in the time window 200–350 ms for the differ-
nce between contra minus ipsilateral sites relative to target location.
verage N2pc amplitudes significantly differed between the template
onditions ( t (28) = − 3.6, p = 0.001, paired-samples t -test). 
.10. Behavioural data 
As a measure of task performance, the percentage of correct re-
ponses was computed for each subject and in both template conditions.
dditionally, the median across reaction times from trials with a correct
esponse was calculated (note, however, that the task instructions had
mphasized accuracy over speed, so reaction times should be interpreted
ith this in mind). 6 .11. Statistical methods 
For both the behavioural and the EEG data, statistical analyses were
arried out using statistical software R 3.6.1 ( R Core Team, 2019 ) and for
ata visualization, plots were created using the package ggplot2 3.2.1
 Wickham, 2016 ). To compare behavioural data from the single tem-
late condition vs. triple template condition, two-tailed paired-samples
-tests were used on task accuracy and response times. For the analysis of
EG data, linear mixed effects models (LMMs) were implemented with
he lme4 package 1.1.21 ( Bates et al., 2007 ), contrasts matrices were de-
ived using the hypr package 0.1.7 ( Rabe et al., 2020 ; Schad et al., 2019 )
nd model summary tables were produced using the lmerOut package
.5 ( Alday, 2018 ). As an advantage over traditional repeated-measures
NOVA, LMMs estimate the difference between conditions directly and
ithout the need for post hoc tests instead of only the significance of
 difference between conditions. Using LMMs allowed us to model ran-
om effects by subject (but as we analyze an aggregated index across
rials, we could not include random effects by item as well). They also
ccommodate shrinkage, such that extreme and therefore less reliable
stimates from individual subjects are shrunk towards the grand mean,
roducing more reliable estimators (see Gelman and Hill (2007) or
inheiro and Bates (2000) for a general introduction into mixed re-
ression models and Payne et al. (2015) and Alday et al. (2017) for an
verview on LMMs, parameter estimation and model fitting, examples of
heir use for EEG data analyses and further literature recommendations
n LMMs). The consistency of theta-gamma phase difference, as mea-
ured by the Rayleigh’s z-transformed cross-frequency phase synchro-
ization indices (rzPSIs), was analysed for condition differences sepa-
ately for the left and right posterior ROI (see above for details on the
OIs). This was done because data stemmed from sources located in sep-
rate hemispheres and because other studies from our group have pre-
iously found lateralized effects of cross-frequency synchronization (see
auseng et al. (2009) or Holz et al. (2010) ). While the whole time series
f rzPSIs was inspected descriptively, data were analysed for condition
ifferences exclusively in the time window of interest found in previous
tudies, 150–200 ms after target onset (see above for details on the TOI)
o reduce data for statistical analysis. Here, based on our hypothesis,
e were mainly interested in an interaction between template condition
nd target location or any higher-order interaction involving these two
actors. Adding rzPSIs for theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz, theta-to-70 Hz
nto the model enabled us to assess whether a broadband or rather fre-
uency specific theta-to-gamma band effect were involved. In separate
nalyses for each ROI, we used a LMM where rzPSIs from that ROI were
redicted by the fixed effects COND (Template condition: single, triple),
ARG (Target location: contralateral, ipsilateral), CFS (Cross-frequency
ynchronization: theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz, theta-to-70 Hz), and
heir interactions. The model included a single random-effects term for
he intercept of the individual subjects SUBJ. For LMM modeling, the
ategorical variables were encoded with sequential difference contrasts
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Fig. 3. Event-related potentials (ERPs) averaged for 
posterior parietal electrodes PO7 and PO8, contra- or 
ipsilateral relative to target location in both template 
conditions. The time window for which N2pc ampli- 
tudes were computed is illustrated in gray. (For inter- 
pretation of the references to colour in this figure leg- 












































































l  for 2-level predictors COND and TARG: (1/2, − 1/2); for 3-level predic-
or CFS: ( − 2/3, 1/3, 1/3) and ( − 1/3, − 1/3, 2/3)). Thus, the intercept is
stimated as the grand average across all conditions and resulting fixed
ffect estimates can be interpreted as main effects. For the model sum-
aries we regarded contrast coefficients with absolute t values larger
han 1.96 as indicative of a precise estimate. T-values above 1.96 can
e treated as approximating the two-tailed 5% significance level since
 t-distribution with a high degree of freedom approaches the z distri-
ution ( Baayen et al., 2008 ). The reported models were fit based on
estricted maximum likelihood estimation. 
.12. Data and code availability 
Data and code needed to reproduce all reported findings are avail-
ble in our data repository ( https://osf.io/h2j6d/ ). 
. Results 
.1. Behavioural analyses 
Task accuracy (measured as the percentage of correct responses) was
igher in the SINGLE template condition ( M = 86.08%, SD = 14.51%)
han in the TRIPLE template condition ( M = 63.031%, SD = 11.56%)
s indicated by a significant paired samples t -test ( t (28) = 5.94, p
 0.001, d = 1.76). Similarly, reaction times (computed as the median
cross correct trial’s reaction times) in the SINGLE template condi-
ion ( M = 698.03 ms, SD = 276.14 ms) were significantly faster than
n the TRIPLE template condition ( M = 888.07 ms, SD = 322.22 ms;
(28) = − 3.87, p < 0.001, d = − 0.63). Both these results indicate that be-
avioural task performance was better when participants had to search
or one target among distractors than for one out of three possible tar-
ets. 
.2. EEG analyses 
.2.1. Theta-gamma phase synchronization in the right hemispheric ROI 
Fig. 5 shows single-subject rzPSIs and their group average from the
ight hemispheric ROI in the time window 150–200 ms after visual
earch display onset. A summary of model fit for rzPSIs from the right
emispheric ROI in the time window 150–200 ms after visual search dis-
lay onset and the fixed effects COND (single, triple), TARG (contralat-
ral, ipsilateral), CFS (theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz, theta-to-70 Hz),7 heir interactions as well as the random effect for SUBJ can be seen
n table S1.1 in the supplemental materials S1. A visualization of the
xed effects is provided in Fig. 4 A. The grand mean rzPSIs have an esti-
ate of 0.8 as represented by the intercept. TARG has an effect (0.062,
 = 2.5) indicating that targets located in the contralateral hemifield
licited larger rzPSIs than targets at ipsilateral locations, but there also is
n interaction between COND and TARG (0.18, t = 3.6), indicating that
his target-related difference is larger in the single than in the triple tem-
late condition (see Fig. 4 B). Importantly, no other contrast involving
he interaction effect between COND and TARG exceeded the thresh-
ld of absolute t values larger than 1.96. So this critical effect does not
nteract with gamma frequency dependent differences, although three
ontrasts involving the factor CFS yield precise estimates with absolute
 values larger than 1.96: One contrast shows that rzPSIS for Theta-to-
0 Hz are smaller than for Theta-to-60 Hz ( − 0.068, t = − 2.2), however,
here also is an interaction with COND, reflecting that this gamma fre-
uency dependent difference in rzPSIs is smaller for single than triple
emplate conditions (0.15, t = 2.5). The interaction between the other
FS contrast and COND indicates that the difference between rzPSIs
or Theta-to-60 Hz and for Theta-to-40 Hz is larger for single than triple
emplate conditions ( − 0.14, t = − 2.3). Essentially, both these interaction
ffects involving the factor CFS are driven from overall smaller rzPSI es-
imates in the single compared to the triple condition for Theta-to-60 Hz,
hereas the two template conditions have similar RzPSI estimates for
heta-to-40 Hz and Theta-to-70 Hz (see Fig. 4 C). 
For an illustration of the whole time-series for rzPSIs from the right
emispheric ROI, Fig. 6 shows the descriptives of group average rzPSIs
averaged across theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz or theta-to-70 Hz cross-
requency synchronization) from the right hemispheric ROI for post-
timulus time windows of 50 ms length and for a pre-stimulus baseline.
.2.2. Theta-gamma phase synchronization for the left hemispheric ROI 
For rzPSIs from the left hemispheric ROI in the time window 150–
00 ms after visual search display onset (see supplemental materials S2,
gure S2.1), a summary of model fit for the fixed effects COND (single,
riple), TARG (contralateral, ipsilateral), CFS (theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-
0 Hz, theta-to-70 Hz), interactions between them, and a single random-
ffects term for the intercept of the individual subjects can be seen in
he supplemental materials S2 in table S2.1. 
Unlike the results from the right hemispheric ROI, for rzPSIs from
he left hemispheric ROI, no contrast exceeded the threshold of abso-
ute t values larger than 1.96. The grand mean rzPSIs have an estimate
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Fig. 4. Visualization of fixed-effect estimates for model fit (A) of the cross-frequency phase synchronization indices (Rayleigh’s z-transformed; rzPSIs), measuring the 
consistency of theta-gamma phase difference, from the right hemispheric ROI in the time window 150–200 ms after visual search display onset. The model includes 
a random-effects term for the intercept of individual subjects and the fixed effects COND (single, triple), TARG (contralateral, ipsilateral), CFS (Theta-to-40 Hz, 
Theta-to-60 Hz, Theta-to-70 Hz), and interactions between them.Linear prediction for rzPSIS from the model showing the substantial effects for the interaction 
contrast between COND and TARG (B) and the interaction contrasts between COND and CFS (C). The substantial main effect TARG is not shown separately due to 
its involvement in the interaction with COND. 
Note: Dots represent values of the estimated coefficients and lines show their standard deviations in panel A. In panels B and C, dots represent estimated marginal 
means and lines their confidence intervals. 
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Fig. 5. Cross-frequency phase synchronization indices (Rayleigh’s z-transformed; rzPSIs), measuring the consistency of theta-gamma phase difference, from the right 
hemispheric ROI in the time window 150–200 ms after visual search display onset. RzPSIs are displayed separately for single or triple template conditions (in color), 
for contralateral or ipsilateral target locations (on the x axis) and for theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz or theta-to-70 Hz cross-frequency synchronization (in separate 
panels). Single-subject indices (as thin lines) are overlayed by group averages (as thick lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 































































f 0.81 as represented by the intercept. Note that the by subject varia-
ion beyond the variability induced by the residual error was estimated
s zero, i.e. the random effects matrix was singular for this model. How-
ver, since dropping a by-subject random effect of zero will have no
ffect on the fixed effect estimates, it was kept in the model. 
For an illustration of the whole time-series for rzPSIs from the left
emispheric ROI, figure S2.2 in the supplemental materials S2 shows the
roup average rzPSIs (averaged across theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz
r theta-to-70 Hz cross-frequency synchronization) from the left hemi-
pheric ROI for post-stimulus time windows of 50 ms length and for a
re-stimulus baseline. 
.3. Control analyses 
We conducted several control analyses in order to investigate
hether the critical interaction between COND and TARG that we
ound for theta-gamma cross-frequency synchronization in the right-
emispheric ROI is frequency-specific and to exclude a spurious effect
elying on evoked responses. These were conducted only for the right-
emispheric ROI because the critical effect was exclusively found for
his ROI. 
First, to control for the possibility that cross-frequency synchroniza-
ion is rather between gamma and broadband lower frequencies in gen-
ral than specifically between gamma and the theta frequency range, the
ame analyses as in the main analysis were carried out, but for cross-
requency phase synchronization indices between gamma frequencies
nd the alpha frequency range. If alpha-gamma phase synchronization
howed the same pattern of results as theta-gamma cross-frequency syn-
hronization, specifically the critical interaction from the main analysis,
he effect would not be frequency specific. Next, to control for the pos-
ibility of spurious effects of theta-gamma phase synchronization due
o simultaneous but unrelated evoked activity in response to probe pre-
entation in both theta and gamma frequency bands, we analysed spec-9 ral amplitudes as well as the phase locking factor (PLF) for theta and
amma frequencies. If a simultaneous increase in spectral amplitudes
r a simultaneous phase resetting in response to stimulus onset can be
ound at both theta and gamma frequencies, this could lead to artificial
ross-frequency phase synchronization despite the two frequencies not
nteracting with each other. This would be the case if spectral ampli-
udes or rzPLFs for theta and gamma frequencies showed the same pat-
ern of results as the main analysis, specifically the critical interaction.
inally, an analysis using surrogate data was performed. For spurious
ffects that rely on evoked responses, they should occur at a fixed la-
ency, so surrogate data and real data should show the same pattern of
zPSI estimates, whereas for real effects that are not driven by phase-
ocking to stimulus onset, real data should show larger rzPSIs estimates
han surrogate data. 
.3.1. Alpha-gamma phase synchronization for the right hemispheric ROI 
To investigate the frequency specificity of the observed interac-
ion between COND and TARG that we found for theta-gamma cross-
requency synchronization in the right-hemisheric ROI in the main
nalysis, the same analyses were carried out for cross-frequency phase
ynchronization between gamma frequencies and the alpha frequency
ange. Thus, the central frequency of interest for this control analysis
as at 9.25 Hz (7.40–11.10 Hz) in order to obtain phase estimates from
he alpha frequency range. All following analysis steps were identical
o the previously described steps for the main analysis of theta-gamma
hase synchronization (see methods section for details). 
Contrary to the effects observed for the main analysis, in the control
nalysis for alpha-gamma rzPSIs from the right hemispheric ROI, no
ontrast exceeded the threshold of absolute t values larger than 1.96.
he grand mean rzPSIs have an estimate of 0.8 as represented by the
ntercept (see supplemental materials S3: figure S3.1 & S3.2 for data
isualization and table S3.1 for a summary of model fit). 
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Fig. 6. Cross-frequency phase synchronization indices (Rayleigh’s z-transformed; rzPSIs), measuring the consistency of theta-gamma phase difference, from the right 
hemispheric posterior ROI in windows of 50 ms length, starting at stimulus onset 0 ms up to 450 ms, and in a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline. Group averaged rzPSIs 
are shown separately for single or triple template conditions (in color and in separate panels) and for contralateral or ipsilateral target locations (as line-type). Indices 
are averaged across theta-to-40 Hz, theta-to-60 Hz or theta-to-70 Hz cross-frequency synchronization. Single-subject indices (as thin lines) are overlayed with group 




























































f  .3.2. Amplitudes and PLF for the right hemispheric ROI 
To control for the possibility of spurious effects of theta-gamma
hase synchronization due to evoked activity in response to probe pre-
entation, we further analysed spectral amplitudes for theta and gamma
requencies. Spectral amplitudes were calculated as the wavelet coeffi-
ients’ real values which were then averaged across trials for the same
requencies of interest as in the main analysis. As for the main analy-
is, we computed averages of amplitudes for time windows of 50 ms
ength and for a pre-stimulus time window of 200 ms. We then also cal-
ulated the phase-locking factor (PLF; transformed using Rayleigh’s Z;
zPLF = n ∗ PLFˆ2) for theta and gamma frequencies separately. This was
one to analyze the inter-trial consistency of phase-locking relative to
timulus onset within both frequency bins. For this, their phase values
ere extracted as in the main analysis (see methods section for details).
LFs were then calculated as the average vector length of these phase
alues ( Bonnefond and Jensen, 2012 ; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996 ), which
ere also averaged into time windows and transformed using Rayleigh’s
 as in the main analysis. 
Thus, for demonstrating that the observed interaction between
OND and TARG for theta-gamma cross-frequency synchronization in
he right-hemisheric ROI in the main analysis is not an artefact from
ltering an evoked response, the same analyses were carried out for
heta amplitudes and for gamma amplitudes as well as theta and gamma
hase-locking factors from the right hemispheric ROI. While the three
amma bands’ spectral amplitudes as well as their phase-locking factors
ere calculated separately, they were averaged before entering them
nto the model because the critical effect in the main analysis did not
nteract with gamma frequency dependent differences. So for gamma
requencies, both these control analyses were conducted for the average
f all three gamma bands. 10 In the control analysis for theta amplitudes, no contrast exceeded the
hreshold of absolute t values larger than 1.96. The grand mean theta
mplitudes have an estimate of 2.4 (see supplemental materials S6: fig-
re S6.1 & S6.2 for data visualization and table S4.2 for a summary
f model fit). Similarly, in the control analysis for gamma amplitudes,
ll contrasts remained below the threshold of absolute t values of 1.96.
ere, the intercept indicated that the grand mean gamma amplitudes
ave an estimate of 3.2 (see supplemental materials S7: figure S7.1 &
7.2 for data visualization and supplemental materials table S7.6 for a
ummary of model fit). The visualization of the whole time-series from
he theta and gamma band amplitudes from the right hemispheric ROI
llustrates that there is no simultaneous increase in both bands in re-
ponse to stimulus onset. In contrast to theta amplitudes, gamma ampli-
udes did not show any stimulus-locked increase. Note that while these
nalyses were conducted for te frequencies of interest, an overview of
hase locking values for all Morlet wavelets is presented in figure S4.5
f the supplemental materials S4 
In the control analysis for theta rzPLFs, the intercept indicated that
he grand mean theta rzPLFs have an estimate of 38. The effect of COND
12, t value = 5.8) indicated that theta rzPLFs are larger in single than
riple template conditions (see supplemental materials S5: figure S5.1
 S5.2 for data visualization and table S5.1 for a summary of model
t). However, in the control analysis for gamma rzPLFs, no contrast ex-
eeded the threshold of absolute t values larger than 1.96. Here, the
rand mean gamma rzPLFs have an estimate of 0.95, as indicated by
he intercept (see supplemental materials S5: figure S5.3 & S5.4 for data
isualization and table S5.2 for a summary of model fit). When compar-
ng the illustration of the whole time-series from the theta rzPLFs and
or gamma rzPLFs from the right hemispheric ROI, it can be seen that

































































































































i  amma rzPLFs did not show a stimulus-locked resetting of phase. Similar
o the amplitudes control analysis, there is no indication for a simulta-
eous increase of phase-locking of both bands in response to stimulus
nset. 
.3.3. Theta-gamma phase synchronization on surrogate data 
For the control analysis using surrogate data, the cross-frequency
hase differences were calculated between gamma in a given trial and
heta shifted for one trial, resulting in trial-shuffled cross-frequency
hase synchronization indices (Rayleigh’s z-transformed; rzPSIs). Im-
ortantly, results for surrogate data are not at all similar to those ob-
ained from the analysis for the real data. The critical interaction be-
ween COND and TARG from the main analysis (0.18, t = 3.6, see
ig. 4 B) was not reproduced for the analysis on surrogate data ( − 0.06,
 = 1.11). And a main effect TARG as in the main analysis (0.062,
 = 2.5) was also not present in the analysis on surrogate data ( − 0.01,
 = − 0.48), nor was any other effect from the main analysis. The only
ubstantial effects in the model for surrogate data included the contrast
FSTheta60:Theta40: The model showed both a 3-way interaction ef-
ect ( − 0.31, t = − 2.55) and a main effect ( − 0.09, t = 2.87) for the CFS-
heta60:Theta40 contrast. All other effects were not substantial (t values
elow 1.96). For comparison with the main analysis on real data, a sum-
ary of model fit can be found in supplemental materials S7, including
gures for visualization of the surrogate data in the TOI and along the
hole time series. 
. Discussion 
Cross-frequency synchronization between theta and gamma band
EG activity has been proposed to serve matching processes between
rediction and sensation in visual perception ( Sauseng et al., 2010 ,
015 ). In this study, we investigated how these electrophysiological cor-
elates of memory matching are affected by the number of activated
nternal templates which can be compared to incoming sensory infor-
ation. To perform the visual search task of this experiment, one has to
old in mind a template of a single or of multiple targets’ visual proper-
ies so that it can be matched with the incoming stimulus. We expected
o find stronger transient theta phase to gamma phase synchronization at
osterior sites that are contralateral relative to target location compared
o ipsilateral targets around 150–200 ms after search display presenta-
ion in the single template condition, but less so in the triple template
ondition. 
In line with this, we found stronger theta-to-gamma phase synchro-
ization in this early time window at a ROI in the right middle occipital
yrus, elicited by targets presented in the contralateral hemifield than by
psilateral targets. An increase in theta to gamma phase synchronization
ontralateral relative to ipsilateral to target locations is well in line with
hat can be expected due to the lateralized organization of the visual
ystem. This difference between contra- and ipsilateral target locations
as larger in the single template condition than in the triple template
ondition. Specifically, in the single template condition, theta to gamma
hase synchronization was higher for contralateral targets than for ip-
ilateral targets. This was not the case in the triple template condition.
hus, our data lend support to our hypothesis that memory matching
as less precise in conditions where one out of three mental templates
ad to be matched with a target, whereas single template conditions
nabled efficient memory matching. 
Note that these effects were only present in the analysis for the right-
emispheric region of interest, whereas the separate analysis for the left
emispheric ROI did not yield any substantial effects. While we find a
learly right-lateralized effect, there are some previous studies report-
ng bilateral effects of stronger theta-gamma phase synchronization; e.g.
n a cued visual attention task ( Sauseng et al., 2008 ). However, in an-
ther study, Holz et al. (2010) found a right-lateralized effect of CFS in
 visual delayed-match-to-sample task. Similar effects showing a lateral-
zed theta-locked gamma phase synchronization for memory loads 3–411 n visual working memory are also reported by Sauseng et al. (2009) .
ther studies have also found primarily right-hemispheric brain areas
o be relevant for visual search. For example, activity enhancements
ere reported in bilateral superior parietal cortex, but only extend-
ng into the intraparietal sulcus of the right hemisphere during visual
earch compared to overt orienting, ( Nobre et al., 2003 ) and activa-
ion was completely right-lateralized for monitoring functions in visual
earch ( Vallesi, 2014 ). More evidence for clear right-hemispheric dom-
nance for search organization comes from lesion-studies, for example
hat lesions in the right parietal, temporal and occipital cortex were
elated to disorganized search (Ten Brink et al., 2016 ). This may ex-
lain why we only find a larger difference between contra- and ipsilat-
ral target locations in the single template condition than in the triple
emplate condition for right posterior, but not for left posterior regions
f interest. While our right-hemispheric results reproduce previous ev-
dence ( Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 ), the left-hemispheric
esults from these studies appear to be more variable overall: In the cur-
ent data, we basically find no effect, whereas previously, both a left-
emispheric reversal of the effect in a visual delayed-match-to-sample
ask ( Holz et al., 2010 ), as well as a similar effect in the same direction as
n right hemisphere in a cued visual attention task ( Sauseng et al., 2008 )
ave been reported. Taken together, the left-hemispheric patterns of re-
ults seem to depend more on the specific task paradigm at hand. We
ill therefore focus on discussing the right-hemispheric results in the
ollowing. 
This evidence from the single template condition in the current vi-
ual search paradigm corroborates previous findings showing a higher
ransient phase synchronization between posterior theta and gamma ac-
ivity in cases where our expectancies match the actual visual input than
n case of a non-match ( Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 ). Thus,
ur data from the single template condition fit well into the proposed
ramework that could well account for the activation of mental tem-
lates from working memory and their comparison with sensory input
 Sauseng et al., 2010 , 2015 ), which proposes that cross-frequency phase
ynchronization between theta and gamma frequencies early after tar-
et presentation can be regarded as a candidate neural mechanism un-
erlying the matching of mental templates from working memory with
ensory input. Here, the typically observed increase of fronto-parietal
hase-coupling in the theta band during anticipation of a specified vi-
ual target is suggested to reflect the active presentation of a mental
emplate in working memory, controlled by frontal resources and re-
layed into higher visual areas. Then subsequently, a posterior phase
esetting of theta band oscillations is assumed to enable the transient
ross-frequency coupling synchronization with high frequency activity
n the gamma band range repeatedly found in a time window around
50 ms after target presentation. While potential alternative explana-
ions will be discussed later, converging evidence supporting this view
xists, suggesting that frontal low-frequency oscillations are indeed cru-
ially involved in the top-down control during working memory tasks
hrough coherence and cross-frequency interaction in fronto-parietal
etworks (for recent reviews, see de Vries et al., 2020 ; Karaka ş , 2020 ;
link et al., 2020 ; Palva and Palva, 2018 ). 
Conversely, the triple template condition does not reveal such dy-
amics early after target presentation. A plausible interpretation of this
esults is that in the triple template search condition multiple templates
re held sequentially in working memory; and that in a given trial de-
ending on whether the sequence’s first, second, or third mental tem-
late could be matched to the current visual input, memory match-
ng occurred relatively early, a bit later or even much later, leading
o overall more temporal variability across trials. This is then reflected
n the cross-frequency phase synchronization mechanism investigated
ere. Based on proposals for a limited capacity of human visual working
emory, supposedly around three to four items ( Luck and Vogel, 2013 ),
ne might expect that likewise, we could maintain up to three or four
imultaneous search templates for visual search as well. However, there
s evidence that not all working memory items influence the guidance




































































































































i  f selective attention, but that only active memory items function as
n attentional template and directly affect perception, whereas acces-
ory memory items have relatively little influence on visual selection
 Olivers et al., 2011 ). The conclusion here is that working memory items
enerally compete for the status of ’attentional template’, which can
nly be achieved by one item at a time. So, although working memory
ould store multiple objects, observers could only actively look for one
t a time. Thus, multiple-template search should require switching be-
ween mental templates or sequentially looking for them. Interestingly,
hough, Beck et al. (2012) propose that observers can concurrently keep
wo templates active in simultaneous search because when they explic-
tly asked participants to simultaneously search for two templates, their
aze frequently switched between them without switch costs. Similarly,
ollingworth and Beck (2016) found that even when multiple templates
ere kept in mind, a distractor in a visual-search task captured attention
ore when it matched the template(s), and proposed that multiple tem-
lates can guide attention simultaneously; but see also van Moorselaar
t al. (2014) or Fr ătescu et al. (2019) where in contrast, such memory-
riven capture was reported only for single templates, demonstrating
hat this does not hold in all situations. However, evidence showing
lear switch costs for selection has been reported when only one out
f two potential targets was available, suggesting that observers can-
ot actively search for multiple objects if they are not able to freely
hoose the target category ( Ort et al., 2017 , 2018 ). This is again well
n line with the idea that only one search template at a time has pri-
rity and will guide visual attention ( Olivers et al., 2011 ) and Ort and
olleagues argue that both lines of evidence can be explained from a
eactive versus proactive cognitive control framework ( Braver, 2012 ).
n this framework, when multiple targets are all available for search,
articipants can proactively prepare for any target, resulting in a lack
f switch costs. Conversely, when only one of multiple possible targets
s present for search, the currently displayed target might not match the
arget that the participant anticipated. Reactive control would follow
his conflict, leading to increased processing times. 
This latter case is similar to the current study’s triple template condi-
ion, where only one of three possible targets was presented for search.
hile the design of our task does not allow for the analysis of inter-trial
witch costs, we do see significantly fewer correct responses as well as
ehavioural slowing in response times to targets in the triple template
locks compared to targets in single template blocks. Slower and less ac-
urate search performance has also been reported during simultaneous
earch for two targets compared to search for either target alone, indi-
ating that subjects can probably not perform two simultaneous match-
ng processes ( Huang and Pashler, 2007 ; Menneer et al., 2007 ). So most
ikely, in a given trial in the current study’s triple template blocks, a cur-
ently displayed target possibly did not match the target that the par-
icipant anticipated. This means that across trials, the match between
emory templates and visual input would occur at varying points in
ime, which should also be reflected in the neural correlates of memory
atching, predicting low estimates of cross-frequency phase synchrony.
onversely, in the single template condition, certainty about the mental
emplate that has to be matched with sensory input was high in each
rial and enabled a temporally precise matching process across trials,
hich predicts higher estimates of cross-frequency phase synchrony.
ur data support this interpretation well, showing that theta to gamma
hase synchronization, the proposed underlying mechanism of memory
atching, was higher for contralateral targets than for ipsilateral tar-
ets in the single template condition, whereas this was not the case in
he triple template condition. Note that as a measure for theta-gamma
ross-frequency phase synchrony, we analysed the consistency of phase
ifference between the two frequencies over trials ( Holz et al., 2010 ;
alva et al., 2005 ; Sauseng et al., 2008 ). This measure does not require
he two frequencies to be coupled continuously. High estimates of phase
ynchrony will be achieved when there is a fixed relation between low
nd high frequencies across trials, independent of absolute phase differ-
nce between them and of phase-locking to stimulus of either of them,12 hereas low estimates will be achieved when phase relations vary over
rials. 
To discuss the pattern of results in the triple template condition,
ne might want to speculate about how the memory matching mech-
nism investigated here might rely on pre-stimulus working memory
etention mechanisms. Generally, cross-frequency interactions between
amma band activity and slower brain waves have frequently been sug-
ested to be involved in multi-item working memory, such as for multi-
tem working memory retention. A prominent computational model as-
umes that separate memory items are represented by single gamma
aves which are nested into a theta wave ( Jensen and Lisman, 1998 ;
isman and Idiart, 1995 ). It is hypothesized that with this mechanism,
ultiple memory items (gamma waves nested into a theta cycle) can be
ctively held in parallel in working memory. In the light of this frame-
ork, one would assume that before search display presentation, in the
riple template condition, the three mental templates would each be
epresented by separate gamma cycles nested into a theta wave one af-
er another. Thus, upon search display presentation, it would be crucial
s to whether the first, second or third item (gamma wave) inciden-
ally matches with the one on the search display, leading to a temporal
ariability in the range of two gamma cycles. Another theoretical frame-
ork which entails cross-frequency synchronization between theta and
amma as the neural basis for multi-item WM retention argues that dur-
ng retention, each item is coded by an entire gamma burst, i.e. multiple
ycles, nested into a theta wave ( Herman et al., 2013 ; Van Vugt et al.,
014 ). Following these ideas, there would be a temporal variability of
emory matching in the triple template condition in the range of two
heta cycles, depending on whether visual input matches with the first,
econd or third item (gamma burst). In this study, grand mean reaction
ime differences in the triple template condition were longer than reac-
ion times in the single template condition by about 190 ms, which is in
he range of a theta cycle. Speculatively, this would fit rather well with
he predictions derived from the latter framework, where due to the ex-
ected temporal variability of two theta cycles, average reaction times
ould be expected to be around the length of one theta cycle longer
hen one out of three potential targets can be matched with visual
nput. Note, however that our task instructions had not emphasized a
peeded but rather an accurate response, so we cannot draw strong con-
lusions here. To examine these predictions more closely, studies with
 more precise measurement of response times would be required. 
Although a sequential matching process seems to be a rather plau-
ible interpretation of the observed low estimates of cross-frequency
hase synchrony in the triple template condition, there may be alter-
ative explanations to this. For example, a similar pattern of results
ould be obtained when cross-frequency phase-relations exhibit overall
ore temporal variability across trials due to differences in the source of
EG activity when several templates have to be processed. Or, for exam-
le, low phase synchronization estimates would be expected if memory
atching in the triple template conditions happened with great tempo-
al variability and if it happened consistently later than in the single
emplate conditions. Also, an unspecific difference between the condi-
ions, such as larger neural noise could have resulted in low estimates
n the triple condition. We cannot rule out these possibilities. Alterna-
ively assuming a parallel mode, would predict that multiple templates
nteracted in parallel with sensory input; however, this would come at
osts due to mutual competition, leading to a delay in target selection
 Ort et al., 2019 ; Ort and Olivers, 2020 ). For the matching phase, this
ay mean that when one out of multiple targets must be found, the
atching process would happen later than for a single possible target,
ut consistently, with low temporal variability across trials. In this case,
e would have expected to observe a slightly later effect, but with high
stimates of phase synchrony similar to those in the single template con-
ition. Descriptively, we find no indication for something like this in our
ata. Finally, it could be that participants might have had less precise,
ow fidelity templates in the triple template condition. One possibility
s that template fidelity in multi-item retention could influence theta




































































































































g  hase. We recently argued that an increased memory fidelity could be
n explanation for the empirically observed increased memory capacity
y slowing down theta waves ( Vosskuhl et al., 2015 ; Wolinski et al.,
018 ): In the light of theoretical models proposing that single visual
tems are neuronally represented by entire gamma bursts nested into
heta waves for multi-item retention ( Herman et al., 2013 ; Van Vugt
t al., 2014 ), an increased memory fidelity could be an explanation for
hese findings because longer gamma bursts, representing a template
ith more fidelity, outweigh the slower rate of memory re-activation
 Sauseng et al., 2019 ). Thus, a "let’s see if something looks familiar"
earch mode due to overall lower template fidelity would predict shorter
heta cycles than a mode where there is an active top-down set for the
arget properties. This would predict that theta cycles may have been
horter in the triple, compared to the single template condition. But
ven if theta frequency was sped up, this should not automatically lead
o attenuated theta-gamma phase synchronization. Based on the nature
f this measure, only increased temporal jitter should lead to that effect.
herefore, our pattern of results does not support the idea of fidelity dif-
erences of the conditions. However, another possibility is that familiar-
ty matching processes could have an entirely different neural signature
han template matching processes. Since this should not be reflected in
he investigated cross-frequency coupling index, we cannot exclude this
ossibility. 
Yet, we assumed that visual search for the kind of complex targets
e used in this study would have relied on an active attentional tem-
late in working memory ( Gunseli et al., 2014 ). The abstract symbols
hat we used as target and distractor stimuli were rather complex and all
nknown to the observers. However, since it was not possible to ask par-
icipants to memorize a trial-by-trial changing target and, thus, a train-
ng beforehand was necessary, it is likely that participants may have
tored those memorized target(s) in long-term memory before the start
f our task. Given that the task was still relatively difficult (task perfor-
ance was on average 86% and 63% correct responses in the single and
riple condition, respectively), however, we think that rather than being
tored passively in long-term memory, it is more likely that the template
ad to be activated in working memory for successful task performance
 Ruchkin et al., 2003 ). In an ERP study, Gunseli et al. (2014) reported ev-
dence for a larger LPC component when an effortful, as opposed to an ef-
cient search is anticipated, indicating that participants tried maintain-
ng an attentional template in working memory with greater effort. In
ther words, this suggests that for effortful search an increased working
emory effort for maintaining the template in working memory may be
equired. Based on our participant’s feedback and task performance, it
eems plausible that our task was experienced as quite challenging; and
he strategies that were reported in the personal feedback indicate that
hey tried maintaining a target template vividly. However, we cannot
laim that our task was a pure working memory paradigm, as clear long-
erm memory involvement exists. Thus, in order to strengthen the argu-
ent for matching of templates from working memory, the paradigm
ould be adjusted to a trial-by-trial target cueing, without prior training
n the future. Yet, EEG studies suggest that even in design where targets
re not trained beforehand, but changed on a trial-by-trial basis, the at-
entional template is learned after repeated search for the same target, as
vidence for decreased CDA and LPC components with target repetition
as found ( Carlisle et al., 2011 ; Gunseli et al., 2014 ). Based on this, it is
roposed that an attentional template which is initially stored in work-
ng memory can be transferred to long-term memory when the target is
epeated. Additionally, contextual cueing effects in visual search (e.g.
inchenko et al., 2020 ) can be explained through storing spatial target-
istractor relations as templates in long-term memory after they have
een repeatedly encountered. This would mean that even in a search
aradigm where targets are cued in each trial, the involvement of long-
erm memory cannot be entirely excluded. 
While the evidence and framework we build on has its focus on how
ental templates interact with visual information before and until the
atch between stimulus-related information and memory contents hap-13 ens ( Sauseng et al., 2010 , 2015 ), memory matching is probably one of
everal steps that are assumed to take place within the selection stage of
isual search (for review, see Eimer (2014) and Ort and Olivers (2020) .
or example, the ‘match-and-utilization model’ focuses both on the step
f the match between stimulus-related information and memory con-
ents as well as the step of utilization, where the result of this match
r mismatch is then ‘read out’, which could then result in the updating
f memory, the selection of behavioural responses and the reallocat-
ng of attention ( Herrmann et al., 2010 ). Or, from the point of view of
redictive coding theories which assume that top-down predictions are
atched to incoming sensory inputs across different levels of the corti-
al hierarchy, it is assumed that a prediction-error signal is fed forward
long the cortical hierarchy and used to update top-down predictions
 Friston, 2005 ). For the template-matching visual input to win the com-
etitive race over other visual input, an increase in attention towards the
dentity or spatial location of memory-matching visual inputs is quite
ikely. We cannot exclude that such mechanisms are contributing to the
bserved effects in our study. 
The right-hemispheric effects from our data seem to be specific for
heta-gamma phase synchronization since a control analysis for cross-
requency phase synchronization between alpha and gamma did not
how similar results. Yet, for alpha-gamma phase synchronization there
as an interaction between template condition and target location for
he left hemispheric posterior source. However, the direction of this ef-
ect (stronger ipsilateral PSI) was contrary to what would be expected
ue to the lateralized organization of the visual system. 
Previous studies have reported similar cross-frequency interaction ei-
her between theta and gamma frequencies around 30–50 Hz in a cued
isual attention task ( Sauseng et al., 2008 ) or between theta and higher
amma activity ( Holz et al., 2010 ; Sauseng et al., 2009 ). In the current
ata from our visual search paradigm, it seems that the difference be-
ween right posterior rzPSIs for Theta-to-70 Hz and for Theta-to-60 Hz
s smaller for single than triple template conditions; whereas the differ-
nce for Theta-to-60 Hz and for Theta-to-40 Hz seems to be larger for
ingle than triple template conditions. However, the critical effect be-
ween template condition and target location in the main analysis did
ot interact with gamma frequency dependent differences. This speaks
ather for a broadband gamma effect than a selective effect of theta and
 narrow gamma sub-band in the current visual search paradigm. The
ritical interaction from the main analysis seems to be rather frequency-
pecific to theta-gamma phase synchronization, however, because con-
rary to the effects observed for the main analysis, all contrasts remained
elow threshold in a control analysis with alpha-gamma phase synchro-
ization. 
To ensure that differences between conditions were not based
n merely different trial counts in the single and triple template
ondition, PSI values were transformed using Rayleigh’s z transform
 Cohen, 2014 ). Naturally, this does not eliminate the difference in
ignal-to-noise ratio between conditions, which was most likely lower in
he triple template condition. Note, however, that this pattern of results
as found even though in both conditions, only trials with a correct
esponse for which we assume that successful memory matching must
ave taken place at some point were used to calculate theta-gamma
hase synchronization indices. Additionally, we found that in a control
nalysis where we drew a random subset of the same number of tri-
ls in the condition with fewer trials before calculating rzPSIS on these
rial-matched data, results were very similar to those obtained from the
ain analysis based on all trials. Importantly, the critical interaction
etween COND and TARG from the main analysis was reproduced and
howed the same pattern of results, namely that the single template con-
ition showed larger estimates for contra compared to ipsilateral targets,
hereas this was not the case for the triple condition. 
Because spurious effects of theta-gamma phase synchronization
ight arise due to evoked activity in response to probe presentation,
e analysed amplitudes and the phase locking factor for theta and
amma frequencies to control for this. If both frequencies showed a si-














































































































ultaneous increase in amplitudes or a simultaneous phase resetting
n response to stimulus onset, the data might indicate artificial cross-
requency phase synchronization in the absence of true interactions
etween the two frequencies. However, none of these control analy-
es showed a simultaneous increase in amplitudes or a simultaneous
hase resetting in response to stimulus onset nor a similar pattern of
esults as the main analysis. Thus, the results from these control anal-
ses rather indicate it being implausible that the observed interaction
etween COND and TARG for theta-gamma cross-frequency synchro-
ization in the right-hemisheric ROI in the main analysis, is due to an
rtefact from simultaneous evoked activity in response to probe presen-
ation in both theta and gamma frequency bands. This is also confirmed
y a control analysis on surrogate data, demonstrating that trial-shuffled
ross-frequency phase synchronization indices did not show similar re-
ults to the real data, which should have been the case if the observed
ffect of theta-gamma phase synchronization 150–200 ms after probe
resentation in the real data was generated through an evoked response.
onclusion 
Taken together, our data lend support to the hypothesis that neu-
onal networks operating at theta and gamma frequency do become
ore synchronized in phase during an early time window following vi-
ual search display onset, when a single template has to be retained
ompared to triple template conditions. This adds to previous theoret-
cal accounts that have strongly argued for a transient synchronization
etween theta and gamma phase over posterior electrode sites as a neu-
al correlate of matching of incoming sensory information with mem-
ry contents from working memory ( Sauseng et al., 2010 , 2015 ). We
nterpret this as showing that while a single mental template enables
recise memory matching, limitations in this matching process occur
uring multiple template search. These could be explained by sequen-
ial attentional templates ( Lisman and Idiart, 1995 ; Olivers et al., 2011 ;
an Vugt et al., 2014 ), however, other task paradigms combining mul-
iple template search with the investigation of target switch costs ought
o corroborate this. For future studies, it would be interesting to in-
estigate the temporal dynamics of such matching processes during the
cquisition and consolidation phase of attentional templates. Studying
ore naturalistic contexts of template to input matching where, for ex-
mple, templates are acquired via learning, could further illuminate the
nvolvement of cross frequency interactions in template to input match-
ng. 
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